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Student Example 
 
Tiffany Mitchell: 
As a matter of fact, I just had a conference yesterday, and this particular student is writing about 
how COVID is impacting college students, so their mental health and financial aid and, you 
know schools not wanting to decrease tuition—all sorts of stuff. And so, this student chose to 
take a picture of a student who is kind of frustrated, and they're sitting in front of a laptop like 
“ahh!,” like that. I was like this is a great image, but you haven't said anything about this image 
at all it's just in the text. She's like, “Oh well I took it while—you know I thought it was a perfect 
depiction of students being frustrated with online learning.” I said, yeah that's what I figured you 
were going for, but you haven't actually told me that. You haven't actually told the reader that. 
As we were talking about it and she's like, “Oh yeah that makes a lot of sense I need to…” So, I 
was like, so you can add a caption, or you can meme it, or you can make the image a meme. 
So she was like, “Yeah I'll add a caption.” I was like super. It'll be great once you actually do 
that, so make sure it fits with the text and it fits in the argument. And I kept reminding her, I was 
like, look at the magazine articles you see look at the newspaper articles you see, and make 
sure it actually fits, and it's just not there, just present. 
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